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The purpose of this note is to show how the Cartan-Leray spectral 
sequence for a discrete group operating without fixed points on a space 
[1, 2] can be slightly generalized so as to include the case of a Lie group 
operating freely on a manifold. Where in the classical case the group 
cohomology of the discrete group comes in, in the Lie group version the 
group cohomology of the Lie group based on differentiable cochains 
takes over. 
Once this Lie group version is established, various consequences of 
the classical Cartan-Leray spectral sequence theorem carry over. So in 
particular the Hochschild-Serr~ spectral sequence for group extensions 
of discrete groups [3] generalizes mutatis mutandis to the Lie group case. 
This generalization is not entirely automatic. The bigraded cochain 
complex from which the Lie version of the spectral sequence may be 
derived presents itself readily enough. However, the fact that in forming 
the first two terms of the spectral sequence one stays within the field 
of group cohomology based on differentiable cochains requires some proof. 
We have shown elsewhere that the group cohomology of a connected 
Lie group may be identified with relative Lie algebra cohomology groups 
[ 4]. So it should be possible to obtain this spectral sequence directly in 
the cohomology theory of Lie algebras. We have made no attempt in 
this direction. 
A further consequence of the generalized Cartan-Leray theorem is that 
the concept of transfer introduced by EcKMANN [5] carries over naturally. 
An almost immediate corollary is that the betti numbers of a discrete 
subgroup of a Lie group with compact coset space are bounded below 
by the algebraic betti numbers of the total group. The algebraic betti 
numbers of a Lie group are defined to be the dimensions of the Eilenberg-
M:acLane cohomology spaces of the Lie group with real coefficients and 
the group operating simply on the reals. 
Finally it is shown that if M is a connected and simply connected 
nilpotent Lie group and G a discrete subgroup such that M JG is compact, 
then the betti numbers of G equal the algebraic betti numbers of M. 
(In fact a slightly more general theorem is proved.) Since the algebraic 
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betti numbers of a Lie group with the topological structure of euclidean 
space equal the betti numbers of its Lie algebra, it will be seen that in 
this fashion another proof of a theorem of NoMizu [6] is obtained. 
§ l. In view of later needs we prove first a theorem of de Rham type. 
In fact we utilized this theorem already a number of times in earlier 
papers without explicitly stating or proving it. 
Let MandT be paracompact 0 00 manifolds and V a vectorspace over 
the reals of finite dimension. 
A V-valued differential T-form w on M of degree k is a function on T 
that associates with any t E T a V -valued differential form w1 of degree 
k on M, such that w1 depends in 0 00 way on t (the meaning of this condition 
will be explained in a moment). 
In terms of local coordinates ~1, ... , ~ on M, wt may be represented 
as Cot=L'~Xt, ... ik,t d~l\ ... /\ d~k, where ~Xi, ... ikt are V-valued 0 00 functions 
on M. The requirement that w1 depends in 0 00 way on t means that the 
value ~Xt, ... ikl(x) depends in 0 00 way on the pair (t, x), i.e. ~X;, ... ik is a 
V-valued 0 00 function on T x M. In particular the V-valued T-forms 
of degree 0 are the V-valued 0 00 functions on T x M. For any such 
function f we define df= L'("(Jf/(J~) d~, which is thus a V-valued T-form of 
degree l on M. We put dw=L'd~X;,, ... ikl\ d~i, ... /\ d~it for any T-form 
w = L'~X"···•k d~ 1\ ... 1\ d~•k, where ~X4 ... ik are V-valued 0 00-functions on 
T x M, and where w1 is obtained by specializing the T-argument in 
~X4 ... ik to C The V-valued T-forms of degree k constitute a linear space 
fJk. The weak direct sum of the !Jk will be called !J. d induces a co boundary 
operator in !J. H(!J) is the resulting cohomology space. 
A V-valued T-form of degree k, w, may be integrated over a singular 
k-simplex a in M and f" w will then be a V-valued 0 00 function on T. The 
space of all these functions will be denoted by vr. Further JM w = fadw. 
Hence the integration I maps homomorphically the complex fJ into the 
complex L' of singular V-valued cochains on M. In order to conclude 
that I*: H(!J)-+ H(L') is an isomorphism onto one has to observe the 
following facts: 
(i) If E C L' denotes the subcomplex of singular cochains of empty 
support, then the natural projection p: L'-+ L'JE induces an isomorphism 
onto p* : H(L') -+ H(L'jE). 
(ii) Zero is the only element of fJ with empty support. 
(iii) L'fE and fJ are fine over M. 
(iv) For any X EM, H 0(L'IJJ)=H0((L'/E)IJJ)= vr, H'i(L'IJJ)=H'((L'/E)IJJ)=O, 
i;;;. 1. (For any carapace rp over M, and any x EM, rpllJ denotes the 
quotient of rp by the subcarapace of elements whose support does not 
contain x.) Similarly H 0(!JIJJ) = vr, H'(!JIJ)) = 0, i > l; this follows easily 
by generalizing the Poincare lemma to V-valued T-forms. 
(v) I*: VT=HO(fJIJ))-+ HO((L'/E)IJJ)= VT is the identity map. 
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By (i)-(v) it follows that I* : H(Q) __,.. H(l:) IS an isomorphism onto. 
So we have 
Theorem l. The integration I is a homomorphism of the complex Q 
of V-valued T-forms into the complex 1: of VT-valued singular cochains 
on M. I* : H(Q) __,.. H(l:) is an isomorphism onto. 
Corollary l. Let w be a V-valued T-form such that for any t E T 
w1 is exact on M, i.e. w1 is the derivative of an ordinary V-valued differ-
ential form on M. Then w=dw', where w' is again a V-valued T-form. 
Proof: Since w1 is exact it follows that the integral of wt over any 
singular cycle z is 0 for any t ET. Therefore Iw(z)=O for any singular 
cycle z. Hence Iw is necessarily a coboundary, and therefore also w itself. 
Corollary 2. If M is of finite real homology type, then H(Q) = 
VT ® H*(M), where H*(M) denotes the real cohomology of M. 
Proof: In this case H(l:) = VT ® H*(M), whence the assertion. 
§ 2. Let M be a topological space in which a group G operates on the 
left. 
If U is a G-invariant open set in M, a map 'YJ: U __,.. G is said to be a 
projection if'Yj(gx)=(J'YJ(x), (lEG, xEU. Notice that if U admits a pro-
jection, then G operates without fixed points in U! 
We assume now that to every x EM there is attached a module A 11 
(over some grounding) and to every g E G an isomorphism A.,__,.. A 0.,, 
which we shall also denote by g, and furthermore that g1g2 : A.,__,.. A 0 , 0,., 
is the product of g2 : A., __,.. A 0,., and (11 : A 0,., __,.. A 0, 0,.,, so (11(12 = (11 0 (12• 
Let {UA} be a locally finite open covering of M, then {sA} is said to be 
an associated partition of unity if 
(i) sA is a function on M, such that sA(x) is an endomorphism of A.,, 
XEM, 
(ii) The closure of {x: sA(x) of- 0} is C UA, 
(iii) _L;. sA(x) =identity map A.,__,.. A.,. 
If the UA are G-invariant open sets the associated partition of unity 
{sA} is said to be equivariant if g 0 sA(x) = sA(gx) 0 g. 
Let f denote a function that associates with each n+ 2-tuple (g0, ••• , g .. , x), 
gi E G, x EM an element EA.,. Define bf as a function on then+ 3-tuples 
(g0 , ••• , Yn+V x) with values in A., by 
f(go, ... , gn+I• x)= L (- )i /((Jo, ... , Yi• ... , gn+I> x). 
i 
If in addition f is equivariant, i.e. if f(gg0 , ••• , gg .. , gx)=gf(g0 , ••• ,g .. , x) 
we call f an n-G-cochain. In that case bf is an n + l - G-cochain. 
A system {fA} of n-G-cochains is said to be a locally finite family if 
every x EM has a neighbourhood U., such that fA(g0 , ... , g .. , y) for y E U., 
is identically zero for all A. with at most a finite number of A.'s excepted. 
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A locally finite family of n-G-cochains can be summed in a natural 
fashion. 
Theorem 2. Let for each n;;;, 0, F" be a module (over some groundring) 
of n-G-cochains such that 
(i) (JFn C Fn+I. 
(ii) The sum of a locally finite family in F'" is again in Fn. 
Let {U;.} be a locally finite covering of M by G-invariant open sets 
U,, {s1.} an associated equivariant partition of unity, and 'YJ;.: U;. ~ G be 
projections such that for every f E Fn, D;./ E Fn-t, where 
D;./ (g0 , ••• , Yn-l' x) = (- )n e;. (x)fg0, .• • , Yn-l' 'Yj;. (x), x), X E U;. 
= 0 x¢ U;.. 
Under these conditions the sequence 
F~ F~ ... ! Fn__: Fn+l~ ... 
is exact. 
Proof: Suppose f E Fn and b/=0, i.e. 
Then 
(*) .E(- )i f(go, ... , Yi, ... , Yn+V x)=O. 
bD;. f(g0 , ... , Ym x) = .E(- )n+i e;.(x) f(g0 , ... , gi, ... , gn, 'f];.(x), x) = 
(*l e;.(x) f(go, ... , Yn, x). 
Since D;./ is a locally finite family .ED;./ is defined, and E Fn-t, and 
bED;./= .EbD;./= f. 
§ 3. Applications. (a) Let G be discrete, and (M, G, p, B) be a 
principal fibre bundle with paracompact regular Hausdorff base B. Take 
Ax, x E M, to be the stalks of the sheaf S of the germs of Kolomogorov-
Alexander-Spanier cochains with values in some abelian group. Let {V;.} 
be a locally finite covering of B such that p-1(V,) ~ G x V,,, and 'YJ;. 
a continuous projection p-1(V;.) ~G. Let h;. be integral valued functions 
on B with (support h;.) C V;. and .Eh;.= l. Then the functions h;. 0 pare 
equivariant integral valued functions on M giving rise in a natural 
fashion to an equivariant partition of unity {s;J associated with the 
locally finite covering p-1(V;.). 
Let Fn consist of all n-G-cochains f such that for any fixed n+ 1-tuple 
g0 , ... , Yn the map M ~ S defined by x ~ f(g0, ••• , gn, x) is a section inS. 
It may be verified that (JFn C Fn+I, D;.Fn C Fn-I. Introducing in Fn a 
secondary grading and differential operator derived from the grading and 
differential operator in S, and using theorem 2 one finds by standard 
spectral sequence technique 
Theorem 3. (Cartan-Leray) There is a bigraded complex whose 
cohomology is that of B, and whose second term of the spectral sequence 
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arising from the filtration according to the primary degree is isomorphic 
to H*(G, H*(M)) 
Remarks: (1) ~he case of local coefficients, i.e. the case where G 
operates on the coefficient domain is treated exactly the same way. 
(2) Multiplicative features in case the sheaf has a multiplicative 
structure can be taken into account also. 
(b) Let M be a coo manifold of finite homology type, G a Lie group, and 
(M, G, p, B) a coo principal fibre bundle, B being a paracompact base 
· manifold. 
Let for any x EM, A., denote the Grassmann ring on the tangentspace 
T., of x. With any g EG there is naturally associated a map T.,-+ T 0., 
and contragrediently a map A.,-+ A 0.,. Let {V;.} be a locally finite 
covering of B by open sets V;. such that p-1(V;.) "'G x V;.. Let 
YJ.<: p-1(V;.)-+ G be a coo projection, and {<p;.} a system of real valued 
coo functions on B with (support <p;.) C V;. and E<p;. = 1. Then <p;. 0 p is 
a system of equivariant coo functions on M. Put for any w EA.,, e;.(x)w = 
=(<p.t 0 p(x))w. Let Fn consist of all n-G-cochains such that for any 
fixed g0 , ••• ,g., the map M-+ A., defined by x-+ f(g0 , ••. ,g.,, x) is a 
differential form on M which depends in coo way on g0, .•• , g.,. 
Using again spectral sequence technique, theorem 2 and corollary 2 of 
theorem 1 one gets 
Theorem 4. There is a bigraded cochain complex whose cohomology 
is the cohomology of equivariant differential forms in M, and whose 
second term of the spectral sequence arising from the filtration according 
to the primary degree is H*(G, H*(M)), where G operates in the usual 
way on H*(M), and H*(G, H*(M)) denotes the group cohomology of G 
based on differentiable cochains. In particular if G is connected, then G 
operates trivially on H*(M), and then H*(G, H*(M)) =H*(G) ® H*(M), 
where H*(G) denotes the group cohomology of G with real coefficients 
and G operating trivially on the reals. 
Remark: If V is a vectorspace on which G operates one may 
consider V-valued differential forms on M, and for this case a theorem 
similar to the above one may be phrased. If G is connected the second 
term of the spectral sequence is H*(G, V, n) ® H*(M), where H*(G, V, n) 
denotes the group cohomology of G associated with representation n 
of G in V and based on coo cochains from G to V. 
(c) Let again (M, G, p, B) be as under (b). Let V be a vector space in· 
which G operates by a representation n. Let A~ be the vectorspace of coo 
functions with r arguments in M and values in V for any x. g : A~ -+ A~., 
is defined by (g<p )(x1, •.• , x,) = n(g) <p(g-1xv ... , g-1x,) where <p E A~. Let A., 
be the weak direct sum of the A~, r > 0. Let n F• consist of the equivariant 
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coo functions of n + l arguments g0 , •• • g,. E G and r + l ·arguments 
x0 , Xv ... , x, in M. So 
f E "F• '* f(ggo, · · ·' gg,., YXo, YXv · · ·' gx,.) = :n(g) f(go, · · ·, g,., Xo, Xv · · ·' x,.). 
By making use of a similar system of e~. and 'Y/t. as in (b) and again by 
standard arguments one finds 
Theorem 5. Let (M, G, p, B) be a principal fibre bundle, G a Lie 
group and M a coo manifold. Let V be a vectorspace in which G operates 
by :n. Let C be the cochaincomplex whose n-th homogeneous component 
C" consists of coo equivariant functions of n + l arguments in M and 
values in V, and for which the coboundary operator c5 is defined by 
bf(x0 , ••• , x,.+l)=.E(-)i f(x0 , ••• , ~i' ... , x,.+1). Then H*(C)=H*(G, V, :n), 
where H*(G, V, :n) is the group cohomology of G relative the vectorspace 
V and the representation :n based on coo cochains. 
(d) Theorem 5 permits us to prove a spectral sequence theorem for 
group extensions of Lie groups entirely analogous to the Hochschild-
Serre spectral sequence theorem for group extensions of discrete groups. 
Let M be a Lie group and G a closed normal subgroup. Let V be a 
vectorspace in which M operates by a left representation :n. Consider the 
bigraded cochaincomplex C = .E•C• defined by'/' E •c• '* '/' is a V-valued 
coo function of r + s + l arguments x0 , ••• , x,, Yv ... , y, in M such that 
(*) f(gxo, ... , gx., Y1Y1• ... , g,y,) = n(g) f(xo, ... , x,, Y1• ... , Y.), g,g1, ... , Ys EG. 
Define the partial coboundary operators ~' d2 by 
(- Yd2 '/"(Xo, · · ., x,, Y1• · · ., Ys+l) =:n(y1) •f• (Y1 1 Xo, .. . , Y1 1 x., Ya• ... , Y 
+! (- )i '/"(xo, ... ,x,,y1, ... ,y,yi+1• ... ,y.+I) 
+(- )•+I 'f"(xo, ... ,x,,yl, ... ,y.). 
Both ~ and d2 preserve the homogeneity condition (*). Put d=~ +d2• 
Then d2 = 0. Define the operator D : •c• -+ •c•-1 by 
(- )' D '/" (xo, ... , x,, Yv ... , Ys-1) = :n(x,.) '/" (x;1 Xo, . .. , x;1 Xr-1• l, 
x;1,y1, ... ,y.-1). 
Again it is easily seen that D preserves the homogeneity condition (*) 
and furthermore 
d~+Dd2 =id. 
So the sequence •co ~ •C1 ~ •.• ~ •c• ~ •Cs+1 ~ • . . is exact. The kernel 
d2 : •C0 -+ •C1 consists precisely of the qui variant r-cochains on M. So we 
get by a well known argument 
Proposition l. H(C)=H(M, V, :n). 
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So far the bigraded complex C is closely related to complexes used by 
SERRE and HocHSCHILD in [3]. By filtering C according to the secondary 
degree we want the first term r E{ of the arising spectral sequence to be 
F•(MJG, H•(G, V, n)) i.e. the space of coo cochains on MJG with values 
in H•(G, V, n). Furthermore, as we shall see in a moment, MJG operates 
on H•(G, V, n). In order that this makes sense the prerequisite is that 
H•(G, V, n) is a finite dimensional vectorspace. To insure this we shall 
require that G is a normal subgroup of finite homology type; this last 
concept will be defined more precisely in § 6. It is enough to say for the 
moment that the category of Lie groups of finite homology type is closed 
under the operation of group extension, and contains all connected Lie 
groups and finitely generated solvable discrete groups. So in particular 
a closed normal subgroup of a connected Lie group belongs to this category 
since it is an extension of a finitely generated abelian group by a connected 
group. Finally under the sole assumption of finite homology type for G 
it turns out that the action of MJG in H•(G, V, n) is actually a coo 
representation. 
Now we proceed to describe in what fashion MJG operates on H•(G, V, n) 
when considering •Ef = F•(MJG, H•(G, V, n)). By theorem 5 the cohomo-
logy space H•(G, V, n) may be computed from the complex K whose 
r-th homogeneous component K• consists of the coo functions f of (r+ 1) 
arguments in M that satisfy the following equivariance condition 
( #) f(gx0 , ..• , gx,) =n(g) f(x0 , ... , x.), xi EM, g E G. Define now for a EM, 
e(a) f(x0 , •.. , x.) = n(a) f(a-1x0 , ... , a-1x,). By making use of the fact that 
G is normal in M it follows that e(a)f satisfies again ( #). Furthermore 
e(g)f= f, if g E G. Therefore !?. is a representation of MJG in the infinitely 
dimensional space of functions f satisfying ( #). Further e(a)d=de(a), 
and hence e induces also a representation e* in the space H•(G, V, n), 
which is actually a coo representation as we stated before. Hence we 
obtain 
Theorem 6. Let M be a Lie group, G a closed normal subgroup of finite 
homology type, V a vectorspace and n a representation of JJ! in V. There is 
a bigraded complex C whose cohomology is isomorphic with H*(M, V, n). 
The second term of the spectral sequence arising by filtering C according 
to the secondary degree is isomorphic to H*(MJG, H*(G, V, n), e*) where 
e* is the representation described above. 
The statement concerning the structure of • E~ and the coo action of 
MJG in H•(G, V, n) will be proved in § 6. 
(To be continued) 
